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Abstract
This article focuses on how formative feedback can be used to help engineering students write
precise and coherent management summaries that appeal to a mixed audience. Management
summaries are especially challenging to master as students must strive for a balance between
adhering to scientific standards and being intelligible for a wider non-expert readership.
Students of Energy and Environmental Technology at the school of engineering (FHNW) in
Switzerland write a total of six technical reports about their project work (mostly in German). By
analysing two management summaries, the focus is laid on the lecturers’ approach of relying
on formative feedback which supports and accompanies the students’ iterative writing
processes. It is shown how in early semesters lecturers provide hands-on guidance, such as
suggesting discourse markers or pinpointing vague references to sharpen students’ awareness
of the need to write as concisely as possible for mixed audiences.

Introduction
Graduates of Swiss Universities of Applied Sciences and Arts receive practice-oriented training,
making them directly employable by the industry. As students proceed in the course of their
studies, they need to become not only functional members of their academic discourse
communities but also have to ingrain themselves in the writing practices of their future
workplaces. As engineers in the industry, they will encounter an array of readers of their
documents in their workplaces, which may range from clients, vendors to governmental
institutions. This act of juggling the needs of diverse stakeholders is a particular challenge when
writing up technical reports (Foster, 2017; Laplante, 2018).
In the School of Engineering of FHNW, students practise academic and professional writing by
engaging in project work, where they communicate their final research findings in the form of
technical reports (mostly in German). The projects are frequently commissioned by external
clients and are of particular significance because they account for 25% of the credits that
students obtain. Most external clients do not have a scientific background, requiring students
to have their lay audience in mind when writing their final reports. Therefore, academic writing
lecturers coach and support students on how to make specific textual components, such as the
management summary, the introduction and the recommendations, relevant to and accessible
for non-experts (Foster, 2017). Management summaries, in particular, have become a focal
point in sensitising students to a mixed readership because lay audiences are likely to rely
heavily on this document.
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Thus, our article aims to show how Engineering students of Energy and Environmental
Technology grapple with the linguistic and structural challenges of tailoring their writing to
conform to disciplinary conventions but also to be understandable for lay audiences. Our
primary focus will lie on presenting our experience-based writing process approach within the
students’ project work by discussing two examples of students’ management summaries. We
illustrate our feedback and examples of specific suggestions for keywords or conventional
wording that instigated the reviewing process of the text. In the following sections, disciplinary
conventions regarding language and technical reports are summarised. Subsequently, we
make the link to what the implications are for teaching academic writing to the engineering
students of Energy and Environmental Students at FHNW. Thereby, we reflect on how the
students’ extensive training in project management can be connected with academic writing.
The following observations are based on a conjoined experience of coaching about 80 student
projects and more than 40 technical reports, written between the years 2016 and 2019 in
Energy and Environmental Technology, during which we have developed and honed our
feedback practices. About 70% of the projects were commissioned by external clients.

Writing as Engineers: Disciplinary Expectations for Technical Reports
Technical reports, which document the findings of finished projects, often follow the structure
of scientific journal articles (Foster, 2017). Foster (2017, p.105) suggests that technical reports
tend to contain the following eleven elements (excluding formalistic and optional parts): title,
abstract, executive summary, introduction, methods, results, discussion, conclusions,
recommendations, references, appendices.
In technical reports, the chapters ‘methods’, ‘results’, ‘discussion’ and ‘conclusions’ are the core
scientific chapters, which are built upon each other and require expert knowledge to follow as
readers. Recommendations and executive summaries, on the other hand, are to be accessible
to a broader readership, which means they should be stand-alone texts, allowing a nonspecialist audience to read the report selectively (Foster, 2017).
Writing manuals for scientists and engineers detail comprehensive lists of guidelines when
writing technical reports regarding style and structure (e.g., Foster, 2017; Hopkins & Reid,
2018). Laplante (2018, p. 37) succinctly summarises these characteristics as “the 5Cs of
technical writings”. Each C stands for one essential feature: (1) correct, (2) clear, (3) complete,
(4) consistent, (5) changeable. The first two points concern language use, which should be
correct and unambiguous. Other writers pinpoint that technical writing needs to be concise and
precise. As everyday language tends to be generalising or vague, succinct writing requires
extensive training (Hopkins & Reid, 2018; Karras, 2017). Point three, completeness, refers to
how texts must include all relevant information, offering complete and coherent insight into the
research undertaken. Even though completeness pertains to content, it is also interwoven with
the second point, clarity. For instance, coherence can be made explicit by using cohesive
devices and comprehensibility can only be met if sentences and lexical items are employed
which are understandable for readers.
The fourth point, consistency, refers, on the one hand, to the internal organisation of the text,
as individual sections should be linked and not contradict each other. On the other hand,
consistency also includes an external dimension, whereby the text needs to follow applicable
standards. Laplante’s final feature, “changeability” (2018, p. 39), is fairly pragmatic as it points
to a technical and formal dimension. In other words, the document is stored in a standard
electronic format, and it is compatible with most word processing programmes. Thus, the
document is required to be readily adaptable in case of modification.
In short, professional and academic expectations are that technical writers convey complex
subject matters in a concise and understandable style, with a coherent line of argumentation.
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Writing Challenges for Students of Energy and Environmental Technology
In their first four projects, students of Energy and Environmental Technology usually work in
teams of three to five students. As such, they may approach writing differently and may have
diverging ideas about how to manage a project or how to answer a scientific question
successfully. Further, students may not have the same level of experience in academic or
collaborative writing. All students have previous work experience during which the majority also
had to write short texts.
In their projects, students investigate and discern possibilities for optimising processes, such
as performing a lifecycle analysis, proposing alternatives to fossil fuel-intensive means of
production, or feasibility studies. Subsequently, they document their findings. In other words,
their technical reports are mostly the final and only output/product for their clients, which means
their importance cannot be overstated. At the same time, these reports have to meet disciplinary
and academic standards, for which scientific project supervisors act as gatekeepers. Thus,
students need to master both scientific and professional writing practices.
Consequently, while students strive to succeed academically, they can never lose sight of their
actual clients, which may prove to be a highly demanding task. Depending on the clients’
technical expertise, their interests, or even their societal role, students must align their writing
accordingly. For instance, the degree of technical jargon used can vary considerably depending
on the readership since previous projects included a diverse clientele, ranging from farmers,
local policymakers, foresters to the head of studies.
As a result, the executive/management summary has become one of the critical documents,
emphasising research findings in an easily digestible way. Students need to write self-contained
texts, which concisely summarise the initial situation, methods employed, main results and
recommendations for informed readers. These summaries are expected to be organised into
sections, featuring clear headings for reader guidance (Jörissen & Lemmenmeier, 2016).

Aligning Teaching (Academic) Writing with Project Management Models
Our tasks as instructors of academic writing are multi-faceted, including giving classroom
lectures, providing feedback during the writing process and grading the reports as regards
academic literacy and writing competency. This compound of methods is designed to cater to
students’ needs, helping them to navigate through the expectations of varied audiences.
Karras (2017, pp. 206–208) has shown that engineers are planning their writing processes in a
structured and purposeful way. In their professional practice, engineers often write under
pressure with tight deadlines, successively updating and adding to reports once new data from
a project are gained. In the context of Energy and Environmental Technology at FHNW,
teaching academic writing needs to be compatible with project management models, which are
conveyed in class as from year 1. While students receive some set deadlines for individual
deliverables, they are expected to plan and manage their schedules according to project
management principles. As Stöhler et al. (2018) suggest, a report should be considered a
separate project within the scientific project itself. Thus, we think it may be helpful for students
if teaching methods in academic writing follow the process of projects themselves – right in line
with the basic model of a writing process consisting of planning, composing and reviewing, as
described by Flower and Hayes (1981).
In fact, in our role of lecturers, we try to draw students’ attention to synergies between writing
and project management. For instance, in their stakeholder and risk analyses – an essential
component of project management – students have to reflect in detail on who their addressees
are, how to manage their expectations and how to deal with potential problems. Once students
have described their stakeholders, they have also completed a step in their planning phase for
the technical report, in that they know their audiences and can proceed with their writing. Of
course, during the writing and research process, students need to revisit and potentially adapt
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their stakeholder analysis and consequently their audience descriptions. While it may at times
be challenging for students to keep their stakeholders in mind, regular meetings with clients
and coaches help students picture their readership during the writing process in an
exceptionally close way, in our experience.
To guide writing processes and to establish and maintain a dialogue about necessary
adaptions, we regularly meet with individual project teams, coaching them on matters of
academic writing but also on expectations of supervisors, clients and of other stakeholders. Our
coaching role provides students with the opportunity for reflection, feedback, decision-making,
problem solving and conflict solving (see model by Stöhler et al., 2018, p. 275). As students
progress in their studies, they have fewer mandatory meetings. In many instances, they have
grown accustomed to organising their writing process. In fact, they tend to have the idea of
audiences as stakeholders ingrained by the time they reach the bachelor level.

Illustration of Writing Process Approach
The following sections will illustrate our writing process approach and how it supported students
in meeting disciplinary writing demands and making them familiar with academic conventions.
Further, we will also address how students overcome the challenge of addressing a mixed
audience. Therefore, we will look at management summaries by two project teams from the
first and second semester, respectively. The following reflective analysis is divided into the
three steps we usually undertake when getting students’ drafts: Firstly, we will focus on our
impression of drafts. Secondly, we will describe what linguistic aspects we wanted students to
improve, for which we relied on the writing manuals introduced above (Foster, 2017; Laplante,
2018). Finally, we show how we provide, sometimes fairly specific, in-text feedback and how,
after several feedback loops, students incorporate our suggestions and fine-tune their texts.

Example 1
Example 1 is from a first-semester project in the spring semester 2019 (see Figure 1). Project
1 aims at teaching students the basics of project management. Thereby, students experience
the different stages within a project and practise relevant skills at least once before dealing with
actual clients. Students can choose their own topics, they establish the goals and determine
the scope of their project in discussion with the project management lecturer, who, at the same
time, is their fictitious client. As one part of this dry-run, students need to summarise their
findings succinctly by writing a management summary. Therefore, they have attended a 45minute lecture on language and structure, including an analysis of a student’s management
summary from previous years. Coaches provide formative feedback on the first draft(s) to help
students become accustomed to editing processes and to writing disciplinary content.
The students of this particular group were interested in assessing activities responsible for
carbon emissions. Moreover, they investigated to what extent reforestation could help reduce
the carbon footprint, calculating the potential of forests as carbons sinks in Switzerland. When
handing in their first draft (see Figure 1), the group had already compiled their results and was
in the process of consolidating their findings.
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Figure 1
Screenshot of the First Draft

Note. Screenshot of the first draft of the completed management summary.

Firstly, as shown in Figure 1, the draft already conforms with the basic structural conventions
of management summaries since the text is divided into sections with understandable and
sensible headings. However, the first section needs editing, given that there are three miniparagraphs, which suggests poor paragraphing. Further, students have not proposed any
recommendations yet, thus not fulfilling the criterion of completeness.
Secondly, the summary’s explanatory power could be enhanced concerning clarity and
completeness (see Laplante, 2018). One of the lecturer’s comments was that their results
needed to be quantified if possible, as circled in the comment in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
Comment by the Lecturer

Note. Comment by the lecturer in the results section (circle added).

The results paragraph did not list concrete findings but was already a discussion of the
implications of the students’ project. Hence, students had forgotten to share important parts of
their calculations, in which they had compared reducing the carbon footprint through small
lifestyle changes to the potential of forests as carbon sinks. The lecturer pointed this out by
adding comments in the reviewing mode (see Figure 2). Students accommodated this feedback
by including bullet points with exact figures in their second draft. What is remarkable, however,
is that students took on this requirement for precision and inserted quantitative modifiers
wherever possible throughout the entire document. For instance, in their methods section,
students initially wrote that they wanted to analyse lifestyle behaviours from areas of nutrition,
mobility and housing, “because these areas are responsible for a big part of carbon emissions
in Switzerland”. After the first feedback loop, students quantified their statement “behaviours,
which make up 75% of Swiss carbon emissions”.
Thirdly, to meet the disciplinary standards of correctness (Laplante, 2018), students needed to
rid their text of generalisations. For instance, they claimed that “a big part of the population had
misconceptions” of what caused carbon emissions. Thus, in the first feedback round the lecturer
admonished them to “be wary of generalisations”. Consequently, students deleted the phrase
entirely in their second draft, for they had realised that their assessment was based on their
own inkling without proper scientific backing.
Finally, it is essential to note that, despite intensive rounds of feedback, students remained in
charge of their authorial roles. For instance, the lecturer pointed out that the sub-clause “to
preserve the world as we know it” was a cliché. Nevertheless, the students felt that it was a vital
sentiment and decided to leave it in. While the lecturer was not enthused about the wording, it
underlines that students owned their texts and hopefully carefully reflected on the feedback
given.

Example 2
The second example shows the revision process of a management summary in a team’s first
report with external clients. In spring 2018 a Municipal Waste Management Association in the
university’s area asked a team of five students to conduct a material flow analysis and a survey
in their municipalities about the acceptance of plastic recycling. The team completed the project
with a 50-page project report, including a management summary. They did not receive further
instruction but had a mandatory deadline to submit a first draft, which led to written feedback
by the communication lecturer. The first draft comprised two pages of text and, at first glance,
conformed with the typical structure of a four-section management summary (Figure 3).
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Figure 3
Screenshot of the First Draft

Note. Screenshot of the team’s first draft of the management summary.

In many parts, however, the language was neither succinct nor precise, which resulted in overly
long sentences and poorly structured sections. For example, the first section did not
differentiate between the waste management association’s pilot project and the students’
project: “The pilot project aims to find out whether this [high energy efficiency for plastic
recycling] is the case for this municipal waste association. A material flow analysis is used to
analyse the material flow of plastic functions.” If the second sentence had started with “The aim
of this study is a material flow analysis” (Ziel), reading guidance would have been ensured. In
the same section, students wrote about different aims but did not structure them (Figure 4). The
lecturer suggested making this part more concise and coherent by adding discourse markers,
such as ‘firstly’, ‘secondly’ etc. (erstens, zweitens, drittens).
Figure 4
First Feedback

Note. Feedback by lecturer given in track mode.

These alterations were given in track mode in one section to exemplify how readers’ guidance
could be increased. Our experience has shown that novice writers are insecure about how to
guide readers, and providing students with concrete discourse markers or conventional wording
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on an exemplary basis in their first couple of projects helps improve students’ writing
proficiency.
Also, the first draft consisted of rather general sentences, as shown in the following:
The results of our material flow analysis show that the processing of plastics can easily
be done with current technology. There are nearly no losses during these processes,
which means that a big part of the collected plastics can be kept in the lifecycle and will
not end as fuel in a cement plant.
General sentences on petroleum and phrases such as “can easily be done”, “nearly no losses”,
“a big part” do not meet the needs for correctness and clarity in technical writing (Laplante,
2018). Thus, the lecturer singled out non-succinct vocabulary, asked for specific examples,
percentages, or numbers to rephrase sentences, to make results concrete (see Figure 5).
Figure 5
Lecturer Proposing Alternative Vocabulary

Note. Lecturer proposing alternative vocabulary to enhance succinctness.

Two feedback loops were necessary to make the first (insufficient) draft acceptable to submit
to clients. After students restructured their management summary, shortened and cut
sentences, and used more succinct vocabulary, it became a well-readable text, which was
understandable for a mixed audience. Moreover, having given iterative feedback enabled the
scientific supervisor and the communication lecturer to assess and grade strictly, requiring
students to uphold high standards for the whole technical report.
Just a few weeks after submission, a local newspaper article was published. The journalist read
the management summary (and most likely not much more of the report) and cited parts of it in
her newspaper article (Böni, 2018). This fact nicely illustrates how important it is to polish
management summaries in iterative loops, whereby making it gradually more accessible to
wider lay audiences.

Conclusions
Teaching technical writing needs to take into account the practices in and cultures of project
management for engineers, as well as special requirements for technical genres. At Swiss
universities for applied sciences, research generally addresses real problems in the industry or
is linked to policymaking. Therefore, students face a double challenge of simultaneously
needing to prove and enhance their competencies in scientific research methods, while also
catering to and communicating their results effectively to their clients. In addition, students
continuously work at streamlining their writing process to become as efficient as possible
(Karras, 2017). By analysing two management summaries, we have attempted to illustrate how
a writing process approach to scientific writing skills may help make key elements of a technical
report accessible to mixed audiences. In addition, by giving students specific feedback to be
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more precise, to simplify their lexicon and to structure their writing in a reader-friendly way, we
hope that students never lose sight of their uniquely heterogeneous readership.
Additionally, we believe that our feedback strategies of inciting students to reflect on or revise
a section or of even providing fairly specific discourse markers assist students in improving
coherence, in using succinct vocabulary and ultimately in honing their writing skills. We plan
and hope to study the effectiveness of said strategies in more depth. Loops of written feedback
may help familiarise students with academic and professional writing practices, for instance, by
providing genre-specific vocabulary, students may not know yet. Still, students are in charge of
their authorial role: feedback is always given on an exemplary basis. Finally, the excerpt from
a local newspaper underlines how crucial it is to write understandably and succinctly. If put in
a nutshell, students’ management summaries may even catch the attention of local journalism.
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